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From Launch to  
Continued Growth

Use  Me  In  The  Kitchen  was  looking  for  a  brand  launch  plan,  starting  from 
entirely new accounts. Use Me In The Kitchen is a brand specializing in cooking 
products and supplies. 

After  creating  an  editorial  calendar,  we  started  from  scratch  on  Facebook, 
Twitter, and Linkedin. We implemented organic posts, paid ads, email 
newsletters, and a contest to ensure the best brand launch.

From Zero to 700 in Three Months!
Starting  an  account  on  Twitter  organically  with  zero  bots  is  the  safest  and 
hardest way to grow. Dr. Rissy’s Writing and Marketing was able to take Use Me 
In The Kitchen from Zero to 700 followers within just three months!

Continuously High Engagement!
Engagement is the metric of success on Social Media. While high followers 
mean your message is getting out to more people, those people mean nothing 
if they aren’t engaging. Our social media posts for Use Me In The Kitchen 
consistently ranked with engagement ranks of over 9%! Over 6% on Instagram 
is considered exceedingly high engagement for the product industry.

Creative Post Placement
One key to success we used with Use Me In The Kitchen was timely posts. 
Rather than write generic content, we ensured that our content was timely 
and fine-tuned to what the audience was thinking about at the time. By doing 
this, we were able to get higher engagement rates, and therefore higher sales, 
for our client.

“Success by social truth!”
– Use Me In The Kitchen

1k%+
Launch growth for  

the first three months!

700
Twitter followers in

three months!

Use Me In The Kitchen

@usemeinthekitchen
@usemeinthekitchen
@use_me_in_the_kitchen

9%+
Engagement rate  

on Instagram!

71.2k
Post impressions

in 90 days! 
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Take a Look at a Few Posts!
We can talk the talk, but we believe in showing you we can walk the walk as well.
Take a look at a sampling of our posting style and analytics for each post below.

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram


